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Abstract— Fuzzy Signatures are hierarchical multi aggrega-

tive descriptors of objects. They have reduced computational

complexity compared to formal fuzzy rule based systems.

Weighted Relevance Aggregation enhances the performance

of hierarchical Fuzzy Signatures. Thus, they are very robust

and flexible under perturbed input data. On the other hand

the Choquet Integral, which is based on fuzzy measures, is

a powerful aggregation tool in multi-criteria decision making.

We compared Fuzzy Signatures and the Choquet Integral as

practical applications for hierarchical and non-hierarchical data

aggregation/organization methods.

Index Terms— Fuzzy Signatures, Aggregation Operators,

generalised Weighted Relevance Aggregation Operator, Fuzzy

Integrals, Choquet Integral, Fuzzy Measure, Multi-criteria

Decision Making.

I. INTRODUCTION

F
UZZY Signature concept is a generalization of the vec-

tor valued fuzzy sets concept in [16]. Fuzzy signatures

can model hierarchically structured problems with the help

of hierarchically structured vector valued fuzzy sets and a set

of not-necessarily homogenous and hierarchically organised

aggregation functions. The set of aggregation functions map,

from lower branches to the higher branches, the different

universes of discourse of the hierarchical fuzzy signature

structure. We argue that these properties help fuzzy signa-

tures to model problems similar to the nature of human

hierarchical approaches to problem solving. An important

advantage of the fuzzy signature concept is that it can be

used to compare degrees of similarity or dissimilarity of

two slightly different objects, which have the same fuzzy

signature skeleton. Additionally, fuzzy signatures are capable

of dealing with missing input data. Thus, medical/economic

diagnoses, web and document information retrieval, data

mining are the obvious applications of fuzzy signatures.

We investigate the different ways of aggregating hierar-

chical Fuzzy Signatures in [19]. Further, in [24] we en-

hanced the inference in fuzzy signatures, by introducing

the Weighted Relevance Aggregation (WRA) method. The

concept behind the Weighted Relevance aggregation method

is that the weights in each branch of the fuzzy signature

are the observations of the relevance of that branch to its

higher level branches in the hierarchical fuzzy signature

structure. Thus, this method introduces extra knowledge

into the fuzzy signature structure to classify vague data. In

addition, it enhances the adaptability of hierarchical fuzzy

signatures to different problem domains. In [23] we showed

the methodology of learning Weighted Relevancies from real
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world data. The results of experiments in [23] showed that

weight learning was successful and effective.

Later, we further generalised these Weighted Relevancies

and aggregation functions in hierarchical fuzzy signatures,

into one operator called Weighted Relevance Aggregation

Operator (WRAO) [21]. WRAO allows a user to learn both

aggregation function and weighted relevance at the same

time for each node in the hierarchical fuzzy signatures

structure. Thus, WRAO simplifies the learning of hierar-

chical fuzzy signature models from data. In [22] we have

shown a successful way to extract WRAO for hierarchical

Fuzzy Signatures based on the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM)

optimization method [18], [17]. Experiments in [22] showed

that LM method can learn both aggregations and weighted

relevancies for hierarchical fuzzy signatures.

In some situations it is necessary to reduce or aggregate

information to become compatible with information obtained

from another source, where some detail variables are missing

or have simply been removed from the input data. In such

situations, human experts can still make decisions based on

existing knowledge. For example, medical practitioners can

make decisions based on the available data for a patient

in urgent situations. In [20], we investigated the ability of

fuzzy signature structures to cope with substantially missing

information, as simulated by an experiment in which some

major branches were removed from the structure. We also

investigated the removal of significant number of individual

data items from inputs. The results demonstrated that fuzzy

signatures are highly robust under both of these conditions.

Sugeno [29], [25] proposed the concept of Fuzzy Measures

and Integral in which it finds a kind of disordered mean in

the desecrate case. In the Multi-Criteria Decision Making

(MCDM) literature [9], it has been shown that weighted

average, medians, a large part of generalised means [7],

weighted maximum and minimum [6], and Ordered Weighted

Averaging (OWA) operators [33] are special cases of Fuzzy

Integrals. Therefore Fuzzy Integrals are powerful tools that

cover wide ranges of aggregation criteria and distinguished

from others in that it is able to represent the interactions

between criteria ranging from redundancy to synergy. Thus,

it is worth comparing a Fuzzy Integral with our novel

concept of hierarchical Fuzzy signatures, which organise

and aggregate data hierarchically to describe real world data

better. In this, paper we use the Choquet Integral [26] as the

Fuzzy Integral to be compared with Fuzzy Signatures.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section

II, we discuss the concept of hierarchical Fuzzy Signatures

and Weighted Relevance Aggregation (WRA). Section III

reviews the Fuzzy Measures and Choquet Integral and it also

discusses the learning of Fuzzy Measure Parameters. Finally,
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in section IV, we compare the Fuzzy Signatures and Choquet

Integral against two real world problems.

II. FUZZY SIGNATURE CONCEPT

Fuzzy signatures can describe, compare and classify ob-

jects with complex structures and interdependent features.

The hierarchical organisation of fuzzy signatures expresses

the structural complexity of a problem. The local preference

relations among the hierarchies and sub-branches of a fuzzy

signature can be used to approximate the global preference

relation of a decision problem.

1) Vector Valued Fuzzy Sets: The fuzzy signature concept

is a generalization of the Vector Valued Fuzzy Sets (VVFS)

concept. The early work of Kóczy [15] introduced the Vector

Valued Fuzzy Sets concept. The VVFS is a special form of

an L-fuzzy set, and can be denoted in the following form:

A : X → [0, 1]
n

. (1)

It is obvious that L = [0, 1]
n

is in (1) and thus VVFS is

L-fuzzy. The qualitative meaning of an object is represented

by the quantities of the VVFS. Applications of VVFS can

be found in [13], [28].

The notation of the vector valued fuzzy set A is written

as A = (x, qA) and the membership function qA can be

defined as, qA : X → [0, 1]
n

, where x ∈ X .

2) Hierarchical Fuzzy Signatures: Fuzzy signatures are

fuzzy descriptors of real world objects. They represent ob-

jects with the help of a sets of quantities that are arranged

in a hierarchical structure expressing interconnectedness and

set of non-homogeneous qualitative measures, which are

the interdependencies among the quantities of each set,

to aggregate these hierarchies. Thus, fuzzy signatures are

capable of handling problems that are complex and inherently

hierarchical.

Additionally, the fuzzy signature concept is a good solu-

tion to the rule explosion problem in fuzzy logic, as fuzzy

signatures are hierarchically structured and inherently sparse.

In this section, we discuss the concept of fuzzy signatures

as a practical approach that organises and aggregates data

hierarchically. Now, we recall the fuzzy signature concept

introduced in [16].

Definition 1: Fuzzy Signature is a VVFS, where each

vector component is another VVFS (branch) or a atomic

value (leaf), and denoted by,

A : X → [ai]
k

i=1

(
≡

k∏
i=1

ai

)
. (2)

where ai =

{
[aij ]

ki

j=1 ; if branch

[0, 1] ; if leaf

and Π describes the Cartesian product.

The figure 1(a) shows an example fuzzy signature [32].

This fuzzy signature describes an individual SARS patient,

which is a data point among many SARS data collected in

the year 2003 [31], [27], [14]. The figure 1(b) shows the

Med. temp. at 12 hrs.

High temp. at 20 hrs.

Med. temp. at 16 hrs.

High temp. at 8 hrs.

High abdominal pain

High nausea

Med. dia. blood pre.

High sys. blood pre.

(a) As a Vector

High temp. at 20 hrs.

High temp. at 8 hrs.

Med. temp. at 16 hrs.

Med. temp. at 12 hrs.

Med. dia. blood pre.

High sys. blood pre.

Blood pre.

Fever

High nausea

High abdominal pain

SARS 

(b) As a Tree

Fig. 1: Example Fuzzy Signature

hierarchical view of the fuzzy signature shown in figure 1(a).

Figure 2 shows an example for a simple aggregation of

a fuzzy signature using max and min as the aggregation

functions.
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Fig. 2: Aggregation of fuzzy signatures

3) Weighted Relevance Aggregation (WRA): The

Weighted Relevance Aggregation provides an additional

meaning to the fuzzy signature structure by introducing the

weighted relevance of each branch to its higher branches of

the fuzzy signature structure. That is, the weighted relevance

reflects the idea that some branches provide higher values to

the next level of the fuzzy signature structure. Some other

branches in the same parent branch provide relatively lower

values to the next level of the fuzzy signature structure. In

this way WRA enhances the accuracy of the final results

of the Fuzzy Signature. In [24], we discussed a method of

learning weights in WRA automatically. In [23], we have

shown the successfulness of the weights extraction method

in [24].

We further generalise the weights and the aggregation

into one operator called Weighted Relevance Aggregation

Operator (WRAO) [21]. This subsection briefly describes

the generalised Weighted Relevance Aggregation (WRAO)

operator [21] for fuzzy signatures. In [22], we showed

that WRAO enhances the accuracy of the results of fuzzy

signatures, by allowing better adaptation to the meaning of

the decision making process. Further, WRAO helps to reduce

the number of individual fuzzy signatures needed for the

decision making process, by absorbing more patterns into

these recognized by one Fuzzy Signature.

Now, we recall the definition of WRAO in [21]. All the

notation in definition 2 refer to the arbitrary fuzzy signature
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in figure 3.
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Fig. 3: An Arbitrary Fuzzy Signature

Definition 2: The generalised Weighted Relevance Ag-

gregation Operator (WRAO) of an arbitrary branch aq...i

with n sub-branches, aq...i1, aq...i2, . . . , aq...in ∈ [0, 1], and

weighted relevancies, wq...i1, wq...i2, . . . , wq...in ∈ [0, 1], for

an arbitrary fuzzy signature, figure 3, is a function g :
[0, 1]2n → [0, 1] such that,

aq...i =

⎡
⎣ 1

n

n∑
j=1

(aq...ij • wq...ij)
pq...i

⎤
⎦

1

pq...i

(3)

The WRAO must satisfy the following three properties,

(i) wq...ij ∈ [0, 1]

(ii)

n∨
j=1

wq...ij ≤ 1

(iii) pq...i �= 0

In [21], we prove the following two properties for WRAO.

Theorem 1: Let aq...i be an arbitrary branch with n sub-

branches, sq...i1, sq...i2, . . . , sq...in , and weighted relevan-

cies, wq...i1, wq...i2, . . . , wq...in, for an arbitrary fuzzy sig-

nature (figure 3). Then WRAO in definition (2) holds the

following properties.

(i) Partially Idempotent w.r.t sq...ij , when all wq...ij are

fixed and vice versa,

(ii) Commutative, and

(iii) Partially Monotonic w.r.t sq...ij when all wq...ij are

fixed and vice versa.

The partial idempotency and monotonicity is adequate to

satisfy the requirement to be an aggregation function [5] as

weights, wq...i1, wq...i2, . . . , wq...in, in WRAO are fixed for

any instance of a fuzzy signature in the decision making

phase, and both weights and aggregation operators vary

simultaneously only in the learning phase.

Theorem 2: The WRAO in definition (2) holds the fol-

lowing characteristics.

(a) pq...i → 0 then WRAO → geometric mean

(b) lim
pq...i→+∞

g(sq...i1, . . . sq...in; wq...i1, . . . , wq...in)

= max(sq...i1wq...i1, . . . sq...inwq...in)

(c) lim
pq...i→−∞

g(sq...i1, . . . sq...in; wq...i1, . . . , wq...in)

= min(sq...i1wq...i1, . . . sq...inwq...in)

(d) p = 1 then WRAO→ arithmetic mean

(e) p = −1 then WRAO→ harmonic mean

4) Levenberg-Marquardt Learning of WRAO for Fuzzy

Signatures: In this subsection we explain the method of

learning WRAO from real world data briefly, with more

detailed explanations to be found in [21]. First, to avoid the

first 2 constraints on the weighted relevance factor wq...ij in

definition 2, we replace it by the following sigmoid function:

wq...ij =
1

1 + e−λq...ij
(4)

where λq...ij ∈ �. Now, the equation (3) can be modified as

follows,

aq...i =

⎡
⎣ 1

n

n∑
j=1

(
sq...ij •

[
1

1 + e−λq...ij

])pq...i

⎤
⎦

1

pq...i

(5)

Now, the constrained optimisation problem become an un-

constrained optimisation problem. The pq...i and λq...ij are

called the aggregation factor of q . . . ith branch and weighted

relevance factor of q . . . ijth sub-branch of the fuzzy signa-

ture in figure 3, respectively. This form of WRAO (5) can

be readily used for gradient based learning.
The parameters we need to learn are the aggregation factor

pq...i and weighted relevance factors λq...ij for each WRAO
at each node of the fuzzy signature structure in figure 3. First
we can obtain the partial derivatives of the equation (5) w.r.t.
pq...i,

∂aq...i

∂pq...i

=

[
a
1−pq...i

q...i

np2

q...i

] {
n∑

j=1

t ln(t)− nt
′

ln
(
t
′
)}

(6)

where t = (aq...ijwq...ij)
pq...i and t

′

= a
pq...i

q...i . Similarly, we

obtain the patrial derivatives of the equation (5) w.r.t. λq...ik

∂aq...i

∂λq...ik

=

[
1

n

n∑
j=1

(sq...ij • wq...ij)
pq...i

] 1

pq...i
−1

• T (7)

where wq...ij = 1

1+e
−λq...ij

and

T =
{

d([sq...ik•wq...ik]pq...i )
dλq...ik

}
.

We used, the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) method [17],

[18] for learning of WRAO parameters. The LM algo-

rithm is a widely used advanced optimization algorithm

that outperforms simple gradient descent and other gradient

methods when applied in a wide variety of problems. The

LM algorithm is a pseudo-second order, Sum of Square

Error (SSE) based optimization method, in which the Hessian

matrix is estimated using the gradients [17], [18]. The two
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equations, (6) and (7) above, together with the chain rule for

partial derivatives have been used to calculate the Jacobian,

which is then used to approximate the Hessian matrix for

LM learning. The detailed discussion of the method of using

LM for learning WRAO can be found in [22].

III. FUZZY MEASURES AND CHOQUET INTEGRAL

In this section we discuss the concepts fuzzy measure

and Choquet Integral for Multi-Criteria Decision Making

(MCDM). MCDM is a well-known paradigm for intelligent

decision making and is more widely used compared to the

paradigm Decision Making Under Uncertainty.

A. Fuzzy Measure

The main characteristic of classical measures theory is

additivity. Many engineering applications were successfully

designed with this property, but when it comes to soft

computing applications the additivity property can be too

rigid. The fuzzy measure is a generalisation of the additive

measures as it replaces additivity by the weaker condition of

monotonicity [29].

Definition 3: A fuzzy measure on a discrete set N =
{1, . . . , n} is a set function v : 2N → [0, 1] that satisfies

the following conditions:

(i) Boundary: v(∅) = 0, v(N) = 1
(ii) Monotonicity: A,B ⊆ N and A ⊆ B then v(A) ≤

v(B)

B. Choquet Integral

The Choquet integral has been introduced to the fuzzy

community by Murofushi and Sugeno [26]. During the

decade since its introduction, the Choquet Integral has gained

considerable attention and success [10], [11].

Definition 4: Let v be a fuzzy measure on X , whose ele-

ments are denoted x1, . . . , xn. The discrete Choquet Integral

of a function f : X → R
+ can be written as

Cv(f) =

n∑
i=1

(f(x(i))− f(x(i−1)))v(Ai) (8)

,where .(i) is a permutation on X such that f(x(1)) ≤
f(x(2)) ≤ . . . ≤ f(x(n)), A(i) = x(1), . . . , x(n), and

f(x(0)) = 0
The Choquet Integral is a powerful tool in MCDM as it

expresses a certain kind of interaction between different

criteria. Some successful applications of Choquet Integral

in various fields, such as subjective evaluation, designing of

speakers, and time series modeling, can be found in [11].

Unfortunately, all Fuzzy Integrals suffer from the problem of

exponential growth of fuzzy measure parameters with respect

to the number of criteria.

C. Learning Fuzzy Measure Parameters for Choquet Integral

Beliakov and his team in [4], [3], have shown a method of

learning fuzzy measure parameters for Choquet Integral from

data. Further, they provide a software package, called Fuzzy

Measure Tool for the learning of fuzzy measure parameters.

We used the Fuzzy Measure Tool for the learning of fuzzy

measure parameters for the Choquet Integral. This subsection

will briefly discuss the method, with more detailed discussion

to be found in [4].

Definition 5: The möbius transformation of a fuzzy mea-

sure v is a set function defined for every A ⊆ N as

M(A) =
∑
B⊆A

(−1)|A\B|v(B) (9)

The möbius transformation is invertible, and one can recover
v by using its inverse, called the Zeta transform,

a(A) =
∑
B⊆A

M(B), where ∀A ⊆ N (10)

The Choquet Integral in equation (8) can be represented

in an alternative way using the Möbius transformation, in

equation (9), [2], [12].

Cv(f) =
∑

A⊆N

M(A) hA(x) (11)

where hA(x) = mini∈Axi.

As we explained earlier, the computational complexity of

fuzzy measures are exponential and it becomes too large

when the number of inputs goes above 7. Grabisch in [12]

discussed that additive fuzzy measures can reduce the 2n

number of coefficients to n, but this may reduce the expres-

sive power of the Fuzzy Integral. He suggested a method

to reduce the computational complexity based on k-order

additivity and keep the expressive power of the Choquet

Integral to a certain extent. The following interpretation of

the definition of k-order additivity can be found in [4].

Definition 6: A fuzzy measure v is called k-additive (1 ≤
k ≤ n) if its Möbius transformation verifies M(A) = 0 for

any subset A with more than k elements, | A |≥ k , and there

exists a subset B with k elements such that M(B) �= 0.

Now, the goal is to find a fuzzy measure v, such that

the function f = Cv approximates the desired result yi,

such that f(Xi) ≈ yi, where i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} and m ∈ N.

The satisfaction of the approximate equalities f(Xi) ≈ yi is

translated into the minimization problem given by,

minimize ‖ f(Xi)− yi ‖ (12)

Now, in the case when f is the Choquet Integral with

respect to a fuzzy measure v, Cv , the above expression can

be written as follows and it is subject to satisfying the basic

properties of the Choquet Integral [26],

minimize ‖ Cv(x1i, . . . , xni)− yi ‖ (13)

Now according to Beliakov [4], using definitions 5 and

6, the equation (13) can be translated into the following

constrained optimization problem,

minimize ‖
∑

A| |A|≤k

hA(xi)mA − yi ‖ (14)

such that the following constraints are satisfied,
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∑
B⊆A| j∈B,|B|≤k

mB ≥ 0

,

∀A ⊆ N, | A |≥ 1, and all j ∈ A

mj ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , n,∑
B⊆N |midB|≤k

mB = 1

It appears that in the Fuzzy Measure Tool, [1], [4],

the minimization problem in the expression (14) is further

converted to a linear programming problem and the l1 norm

is used to calculate the error.

IV. THE COMPARISON: FUZZY SIGNATURES AND

CHOQUET INTEGRAL

In this section, two real world problems, namely High

Salary Selection of employees and SARS patient classi-

fication problem are used for the comparison of Integral

and Fuzzy Signature. The scope of the experiments is to

demonstrate if possible the success and the effectiveness of

hierarchically organised decision making. First we discuss

the Fuzzy Classification Error (FYCLE) to overcome the

practical issues which arise when we need to compare the

results of two different systems.

A. Fuzzy Classification Error

We formulate the Fuzzy Classification Error (FYCLE) in

the following way. We call it Fuzzy as it consider smooth

transition between good and bad classifications using several

categories of error. First, we specify that both desired output

and predicted output of an experiment are in the range [0, 1].
Next, we define a set of rules for the classification and these

rules are visualised in the following figure 4.

Good BadBad

Very Bad

Very Bad

Predicted Output

0
0

0.2

0.2 0.5

0.5

1

1D
es

ir
ed

 o
u
tp

u
t

B1

B2

G1

G2

Fig. 4: Fuzzy Classification Error Rules

According to figure 4, there are 3 categories of classifica-

tions that can occur, they are Good, Bad, and Very Bad (VB).

Now we assume the pair of predicted and desired values, of

the ith input, respectively taken as X and Y coordinates of the

point Pi on the 2 dimensional fuzzy classification error rule

space, figure 4. The fuzzy classification error of an arbitrary

point Pi can be written as,

FY CLE(Pi) =

⎧⎨
⎩

0 if Pi ∈ Good

0.5 if Pi ∈ Bad

1 if Pi ∈ V ery Bad

Let us consider the 4 straight lines, B1, B2, G1, and G2,

in figure 4. In this experiment, they are equivalent to,

B1 ≡ y − x− 0.5
G1 ≡ y − x− 0.2
G2 ≡ y − x + 0.2
B2 ≡ y − x + 0.5

Now, The fuzzy classification error of an arbitrary point

Pi can be calculated as,

FY CLE(Pi) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 if G1(Pi) ≤ 0 AND G2(Pi) ≥ 0
0.5 if (B1(Pi) ≤ 0 AND G1(Pi) > 0) OR

(G2(Pi) < 0 AND B1(Pi) ≥ 0)
1 if B1(Pi) > 0 OR B2(Pi) < 0

Next, the Sum of Fuzzy Classification Error (SYCLE) for

a set of data with m records can be calculated as,

SY CLE(P ) =

m∑
i=1

FY CLE(Pi) where m ∈ N (15)

B. High Salary Selection Problem

We select the High Salary Selection problem, as discussed

in [8], as the first experiment. The problem is to find the

degree of relevance for having a high salary based on the

contacts, age, and work experience of an employee. Figure

5 shows a High Salary Selection Fuzzy Signature, which is

obtained using domain expert knowledge, for the high salary

selection problem. Note that @i and wi in figure 5 represent

the aggregation function and weighted relevance of the node

i, respectively.
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Little

Some
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@21

@22

W211

W212

W213

W221

W222

W223

@1

W22

W21

Fig. 5: High Salary Selection Fuzzy Signature

In general, Choquet Integral takes normalised inputs and

produce the output in the same range, which is a rank

between [0,1] of the likelihood of getting a high salary. On

the other hand, Fuzzy Signatures take fuzzyfied inputs and

produce the fuzzy values as the output. Fuzzy Signatures,

for the High Salary Selection problem, give the degree of

membership in the high salary fuzzy set of an employee’s

salary as the output result. We faced a practical issue at the

very beginning of the comparison of Fuzzy Integrals and
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Fuzzy Signatures concepts, that is to decide which output

target among the two output distributions, that is normalised

output and fuzzyfied output, is best for learning and testing

of Fuzzy Integral based systems and Fuzzy Signature based

system. One option may be to consider using the Fuzzy

Integrals to aggregate the fuzzyfied input data but it is

obvious that this can increase the computational complexity

of the Fuzzy Integral based system, as this method increases

the number of input dimensions by at least 3 times more than

the number of normalised input dimensions.

Also, it is obvious that the fuzzyfied output target is the

best for the experiments with the Fuzzy Signatures as Fuzzy

Signatures take fuzzy values for the inputs. Moreover, for

Fuzzy Integrals the fuzzyfied output target values can be hard

to learn as they are fuzzified, according to the high salary

fuzzy set, from the normalised distribution of output data.

For the comprehensibility of this experiment, we decided to

experiment with Choquet Integral and Fuzzy Signatures both

with normal and fuzzyfied output targets to discover which

output target is good for each method.

We used the two learning methods explained in the pre-

vious section to extract Fuzzy measures and WRAO for the

Choquet Integral and Fuzzy Signature respectively for the

High Salary Selection problem. Now, we can use the fuzzy

classification error to visualise and classify the results of the

experiments. Table I shows the MSE and SYCLE for both

training and testing phases of the experiment with all four

possibilities that is Choquet Integral and Fuzzy Signatures

with both normal and fuzzyfied output targets. Figures 6

and 7 illustrate the fuzzy classification error of the best test

results for Choquet Integral and High Salary Selection Fuzzy

Signature respectively.

TABLE I: High Salary Selection Experiment
Test Test Train Train
MSE SYCLE MSE SYCLE

Integral (norm. output) 0.02661 54.5 0.02620 55.5
Fuzzy Sig.(norm. output) 0.0216 47.5 0.0216 37.5

Integral (fuzzy output) 0.0837 185 0.1052 210.5
Fuzzy Sig. (fuzzy output) 0.0149 23.5 0.0152 20

The results of this experiment show that Choquet Integral

can learn and classify the data in High Salary Selection

problem. But, High Salary Selection Fuzzy Signature has

a much lower sum of fuzzy classification error (SYCLE)

and lower mean squared error (MSE) as shown in table I,

compared to that of the Choquet Integral. Further, Fuzzy

Signature model has reduced SYCLE in the testing phase

compared to that of the training phase, which importantly

shows that Fuzzy Signature training is generalising and

avoiding over fitting problems as well.

C. SARS Patient Classification Problem

In this experiment we use SARS patient classification

problem to compare the performance of the two methods

Choquet Integral and Fuzzy Signature.

Medical practitioners know that for a certain disease, such

as SARS, they need to check the patient for possible fever,
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Fig. 7: Test Fuzzy Classification Error Salary Fuzzy Signa-

ture

hypertension, conditions of nausea, and abdominal pain [14],

[27], [31]. In addition, it is fairly important to monitor the

fever regularly during the day, as well as the blood pressure.

Figure 8 shows a SARS polymorphic fuzzy signature, which

is constructed based on domain expert knowledge. Each

symptom check has been divided into a number of doctors’

diagnosis levels, such as slight, moderate, and high for

body temperature (fever), low, normal, and high for both

measurements of blood pressure, slight, medium, and high for

nausea, and slight, and high for abdominal pain. Also, the

SARS fuzzy signature contains three levels of hierarchies,

which can be aggregated using different aggregations.

In figure 8, the notations aij , @ij , and wij represent the

input value, aggregation function, and weight for the branch

ij of the SARS Fuzzy Signature. Test and train data sets,

which were used for the experiments, are a combination of

SARS, blood pressure, pneumonia, and normal patients data.

The desired output of this experiment is a classification that

needs to give full degree of confidence, ie. 1, for the SARS

patient data and zero degree of confidence for the other

condition and normal people data.
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Fig. 9: Training Predicted Vs Desired SARS: Integral

Figures 9 and 10 show the training results of Choquet

Integral and Fuzzy Signature. Figures 11 and 12 show the

test results of the two methods. Table II shows the MSE and

SYCLE for training and testing phases of the two methods.

TABLE II: SARS Patient Classification Experiment
Train Train Test Test
MSE SYCLE MSE SYCLE

Integral 0.04253 13.5 0.04948 16.5
Fuzzy Signature 0.0017 0.5 0.0001 0

The results of the 2nd experiment show that Choquet

Integral can not learn or classify the SARS patients data

properly. The SARS patients classification Fuzzy Signature

has very much less SYCLE and MSE as shown in table

II, compared to that of the Choquet Integral. Further, in this

experiment also, we observed that the Fuzzy Signature model

has reduced SYCLE in the testing phase compared to that of

the training phase.

According to the results of the two real world experiments,

it is clear that our Fuzzy Signature concept out-performs the

Choquet Integral in both experiments. An interesting future

research direction would be to compare Fuzzy Signatures

with hierarchically organised Choquet Integral [30].
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Fuzzy Signatures are less computationally complex com-

pare to the exponential growth of Fuzzy Measure parameter

against the number of input dimensions. Fuzzy Signatures

and Choquet Integrals are compared for two real world

problems, importantly, Fuzzy signatures work better for both

real world problems. From the results of the two experiments,

we conclude the importance of hierarchical organization

and aggregation of data and also the importance of use of

non-homogeneous aggregation functions for sub-sets of the

problem.
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